Abstract. Growth of Internet has led to exponential rise in data communication over the World Wide Web. Several applications and entities such as online banking transactions, stock trading, e-commerce Web sites, etc. are at a constant risk of eavesdropping and hacking. Hence, security of data is of prime concern. Recently, vertical data have gained lot of focus because of their significant performance benefits over horizontal data in various data mining applications. In our current work, we propose a Predicate-Tree based solution for protection of data. Predicate-Trees or pTrees are compressed, data-mining-ready, vertical data structures and have been used in a plethora of data-mining research areas such as spatial association rule mining, text clustering, closed k-nearest neighbor classification, etc. We show how for data mining purposes, the scrambled pTrees would be unrevealing of the raw data to anyone except for the authorized person issuing a data mining request. In addition, we propose several techniques which come along as a benefit of using vertical pTrees. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is novel and provides sufficient speed and protection level for an effective data security.
Introduction
Data communication over the Internet is at an all time high. Online banking transactions, realtime stock trading, ecommerce Web sites etc. rely completely on the security of World Wide Web and are at a constant risk of eavesdropping and hacking. Various data mining and analytic tools have come into existence which extract knowledge or meaningful information from massive amount of data stored locally or at a distant location. In this paper, we propose a PredicateTree or P-Tree based security solution for protection of data. P-Trees have been used in wide variety of data mining application. Our attempt in this paper is to propose a way of keeping the data secure as well as reap the benefits of using P-Trees. The next section gives a brief introduction on P-Trees followed by a section on PGP-D or Pretty Good Privacy of Data.
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P-Trees are data-mining-ready, compressed and lossless data structures. The simplest form among them are the Peano-Trees which are bitwise trees comprising of only 0s and 1s. They can be 1, 2 or n-dimensional depending on the application. For e.g. finding the occurrence of a tuple, say (7,0,1,4) in a 4-attribute relational table can be efficiently computed by 1-dimensional P-Trees. For spatial images, 2-dimensional P-Trees are often used. P-Trees have been used in a wide variety of research areas as well including text mining [2] , DNA Microarray data analysis [4] , association rule mining [1] , etc.
Construction of P-Trees is as follows: Let us consider a dataset X with d attributes represented as X = (A 1 , A 2 ... A d ) and the binary representation of any k th attribute, A k , be represented as
Here, m is the number of bits required to represent values in A k . For e.g., 12 can be represented by 1100, so m = 4. Each of the attributes is decomposed into bit files, i.e. one file for each bit position. The P-Tree is simply constructed by taking bit files (one at a time) and recursively partitioning them into halves and sub-halves until each sub-half is absolutely pure i.e. entirely 1-bits or 0-bits.
Consider the following 1-attributed data containing values 2, 3, 2, 2, 5, 2, 7, 7. This is converted to binary resulting in three vertical strips of data (since each of the values can be represented by a 3-bit binary number). P 0 , P 1 and P 2 are the three P-Trees generated for the above data. The construction process of each P-Tree is independant of other and thus can be parallelized over multicore processors.
Fig. 1. P-Tree Construction
The most frequently used operations in P-Tree are the AND, OR and NOT logic operations. These operations are computed on a level by level basis starting from the root node. There are certain rules associated with these P-Tree operations. For example, an AND operation between a pure-0 node and any subtree results in a pure-0 node, an OR operation between a pure-1 node and any subtree results in the subtree itself, etc. Here, a P-Tree is said to be pure-1 if its subtree consists of only 1s and pure-0 otherwise. For more information on P-Tree structure, construction and operations, please refer to [3] .
In the previous section, we described how data can be stored in the form of PTrees which can readily be used for data mining. In this section, we propose how the P-Trees can be secured from an attack. PGP-D is a mechanism in which we scramble P-Tree information(location information) in such a way that data can still be processed just as fast. For data mining purposes, the scrambled P-Trees would be unrevealing of the raw data to anyone, but a person qualified to issue data-mining requests (classification/ARM/clustering).
To retrieve P-Tree information, we require a) ordering -the mapping of the bit position to the table row b) predicate -table column id and bit slice or bitmap and c) location. The key of the data is an array of two tuples storing the location and the pad. A typical key could be something like [{5, 54}, {7, 539}, {87, 3}, {209, 126}, {25, 896}, {888, 23}, ...]. We make all the P-Trees of the same length and pad it in the front of each so that statistics can't reveal the start position. We also scramble the location of the P-Trees. For basic P-Trees, key K would reveal the offset and the pre-pad. For example, in the above key, the first P-Tree is found at offset 5, i.e. it has been shuffled forward 5 P-Tree slots from the slot initially assigned and that the 54 bits are pad bits.
Since P-Trees are data-mining-ready data structures, we are never in favor of making them go through the expensive process of encryption and decryption. Instead we focus on securing the key. Also, more the number of P-Trees, better is the protection. For a database with 5000 tables with 50 columns each and each column being represented by 32-bits, we would have 8 millions P-Trees. In distributed database scenario where we have multiple sites, it would make sense to fully replicate thus allowing all the retrieval as local. A condition could arise where the hacker extracts the first bit of every P-Tree (i.e. the 8,000,000,000 bits) that is the first horizontal record. He/She could shuffle those bits until something meaningful appears or starts to appear. From all the meaningful shuffles, he/she might be able to break the key code (e.g. look next as 2nd bit, then 3rd, etc.). To get around this possibility, we store the entire database as a massive "Big Bit String" and have it as a part of our key, the start offset of each P-Tree (which would be shuffled randomly).
